): 3949
Reference in daily registration Contents and description of the property, titles and occurrences Nr. | Date Description of the property: Plot of land bearing a structure whose holding capacity has been measured and which is impossible to describe since it is under construction, after parcel /1526/ was adjoined to it, thus enlarging its surface with that beside it, according to technical report 323/2004. Status of the parcel: construction ground.
1. Right of usufruct or right of way: Right of way (easement) of parcel /149/ the Port requires limitation and perspective of building on parcel 323/the Port after the dismemberment operation and the addition with the exclusive objective to erect the Muhammad (gpbuh) al-Amin seal of the Prophets and messengers mosque on it and the constructions accompanying it without any commercial investment (B) That the construction on parcel 323 of the Port after the dismemberment operation in fulfilment of all the artistic and architectural conditions stipulated in the various laws and regulations which govern the development and reconstruction of the Beirut city centre as well as the implementation of the Master Plan and the detailed order of Beirut Central District and its building rules.
The second party undertakes to hand over to the first party during 15 days from the starting date of construction works a scheme with the construction surfaces of parcel 323/the Port resulting from the dismemberment operation and calculated according to 
